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territory, now almost deserted, dropping bombs with a
dogged persistence.
If they were to discover us we would undergo heavy
losses and that would naturally have its influence on our
offensive.
The moral effect of aviation in this war was enormous.
If the land space was unconquered yet, the aerial already
belonged to the Italians. From their heights they pene-
trated our life, turned it upside down. They could inter-
vene on all our movements. They prevented us from
eating and warming ourselves after a heavy march round
our camp-fires, which we were afraid to light.
They turned us into moles who dashed into their burrows
at the slightest alarm.
Insignificant though the losses which they inflicted upon
us might be, each Ethiopian thought that he was the special
target of the bomb released. All the day under the menace
of an enemy who followed us step by step, with something
near impunity, since he knew that he was master. . . .
The Ethiopian armies are not united either by an
experienced command, or by a general discipline, or by
Western ideals of patriotism and militant idealism. They
had no arms to answer. It was not in the least surprising
to me that the planes which every day roved abroad to
discover and terrorise them had an enormous effect upon
their morale.
At midday the Emperor, some ten of his chiefs and I
went down to a cave where lunch was served, under the
monotonous drone of the aeroplane motors and the whirr
of the shells as they passed overhead, to fall upon the fatal
road behind us.
The Emperor is disturbed. He is waiting for the concen-
tration of all the troops. That evening they are to advance
along the bushy ravines up to the front; then, after a
short rest, they are to assemble at five o'clock for the attack.
They are to be led in three columns, commanded by Ras
Kassa, Seyyum and Getatchu.
Why by them, and not by others of greater energy and
capacity? Because the sovereign had to reckon with his
feudal seigneurs of the Empire although they had proved
their ineptitude already and had lost the first part of the
war. He had better men, but he could not use them.

